This article deals with thickness in topological transformation semigroups (x-semigroups). Thickness is used to establish conditions guaranteeing an invariant mean on a function space defined on a x-semigroup if there exists an invariant mean on its functions restricted to a sub-x-semigroup of the original x-semigroup. We sketch earlier results, then give many equivalent conditions for thickness on :-semigroups, and finally present theorems giving conditions tbr an invariant mean to exist on a function space. KEY WORDS AND PHRASES. "hickness, topological transformation semigroup, transtbrmation semigroup, invariant mean 1980 AMS SUBJECT IFICATION CODES. 22A20, 43A07 Mitchell introduced the concept of left-thickness in a semigroup [Mitchell, 1%5]: a subset T of semigroup S is left-thick in S '' finite U S, ::it,S: Ut T. Any left ideal of a semigroup is left-thick, but not conversely. The complete relationship between left ideals and left-thick subsets is this: Let I(S) be the Stonc-ech compactification of semigroup S endowed with the discrete topology, and let T S. Then T is left-thick in S the closure of T in I(S) contains a left ideal of I(S) [Wilde & Witz, 1967, lemma 5.11. (See Theorem 4.3.g infra for a more general formulation of this result.) It can be shown that in the definition can be taken in T or U can be a singleton. Let B(S) the set of all bounded complexor reiii-valued functions on semigroup S. For any sS and feB(S), Tsf denotes the function in B(S) defined by Tsf(t fist) (VtS). A mean on B(S) is a member of the dual space B(S)* of B(S) which satisfies (1)
I11. Mean I is invariant -i(Tsf If (VsS,fB(S)).
The importance of left-thickness for our subject is because of this theorem [Mitchell, 1965, theorem First it is necessary to define more terms. Subspace F of B(S) is left.translation invariant TsfF (VsS,fF) . Let IF*, the dual space of F; define Tf (VfF) by Tgf(s) la(Tsf (VsS). Then T: F--B(S). F is left-introveed T(F)F (VtF*).
Definition. Let S be a semigroup; F:B(S) be a Icft-translation invariant, left-introverted, norm-closed subalgebra containing the constant functions: T:S be non-empty; F(T) {gFIXTggI}. Then T is F-left thick in S V>0,geF(T), and finite U {Sl,S 2 Sn}=S sS: g(ss) > l-(i=l n) If XTF, then Junghenn's definition of F-left thickness reduces to Mitchell's definition of leftthickness: let g ='XT, then for 0<<1, 1-<g(ss) XT(SS) ssT (i=l n).
Junghenn generalizes Mitchell's theorem thus:
Thammt If T is a left-thick subsemigroup of S, then F has a ieft-invariant mean F[ T has a left-invariant mean.
Thickness can be defined in the more general setting of a transformation semigroup. This section defines such scmigroups and other necessary terms.
Dcl'mition 2.1. A transformation semigroup is a system (S,X,t) consisting of a semigroup S, a set X. and a mapping x: SxX -.X which satisfies 1. x(s,(t,x)) x(st,x) (Ws,teS,xX); 2. x(c,x) x (xeX) whcncvcr S has two-sided identity c. If (s,x)=sx expresses the image of (s,x) under g, then condition (1) becomes s(tx)=(st)x and condition (2) becomes cx=x.
The abbreviated notion (S,X) will denote a transformation scmigroup whenever the mcaning of x is clear or whcncvcr x is generic.
CI',Y) is a subtmnsformation semigroup of (S,X) T is a subsemigroup of S. YX. and
TYY.
Dcf'mition 2.2, Let scmigroup S and set X both be endowed with Hausdorff topologies.
Transformation semigroup (S,X,g) is a topological transformation semigroup, or r-semigroup
x is separately continuous in the variables and x. Again, a x-semigroup will be denoted briefly by (S,X).
Let C(X) denote the set of continuous and bounded complexor real-valued functions on X. Observe that TtT Tst (Vs,teS). Definition 2.4. Let (S,X) be a -scmigroup: F be a linear space C(X) which is normclosed, conjugate-closed. S-invariant, and contains the constant functions; GC(S) a linear space. and et l:*. tne "rr (1=3 by T,f(s) ,O't) (WseS). Then T,: I:-.B(S). is eintroverted T,(F)-G ('v'lF*).
In the preening definition F* may be replaced by C(X)* since every functional in F* can be extended to a functional in C(X)*. Also it can be shown that F* can be replaced by M(F), the set of all means on F. Definition 2_5. Let F be G-introverted, pF*, and keG*. The evolution product of J, and denoted .p, is def'med by J-If (Tsf) (['F). Note that leF* and that if G is norm-closed, conjugate-closed, and contains the constant functions, then .M(G) and IeM(F) imply ,IM(F). A mean on FC(X) is defined in the same way as a mean on B(S) was defined in section 1. If F is an algebra under pointwisc multiplication, then mean I is multiplicative Is(fg) p(f)P(g) (,ge'). Let M(F) set of all means on F, and MM(F) set of all multiplicative means on F. M(F) and MM(F) are both w*-compact, being closed subsets of the unit ball in F*.
Mean IeM(F) is invariant I(Tsf) I(f) (feF.sS). Note that I is invariant --e(s)T "r, (sS) .
An evaluation at xeX is defined by e(x)f f(x) (l'eF): clearly an evaluation is a mean. A finite mean on F is a convex combination of evaluations.
A mean is multiplicative if and only if it is the w*-Iimit of evaluations.
A special case of transformation semigroup is furnished by letting X S and g ,(.) where a.s: S--S is defined for any fixed sES by .s(t) st (S). If GgC(S) is a linear space, then Lsg(t g(st) (Vs,tES.gEG); also, X,IM(G) klaeM(G). If FgC(X) is a linear space then LsT TuT (VsES.IEM(F)). Mean IEM(G) is left-invariant p(Lsg I(g) (VgG). J unghenn's generalization of F-left thickness carries over in a straightforward way to transformation semigroups. The corresponding concept is defined in Definition 3.1, and a plethora of alternative characterizations is given by Theorem 3.3. Assumptions: (S,X) is a transformation semigroup; G=C(S) is a subalgebra; F=C(X) is an algebra which is norm-closed, S-invariant, G-introverted, and contains the constant QED Remark 3.4. Parts d., e., k., and 1., of Theorem 3.3 suggest that S beha, ves with regard to thickness as though it contained an identity. In fact, if S1 denotes the semigroup S with a discrete identity adjoined, then Y is F,S-thick in X Y is F,Sl-thiek in X where S acts on X in the natural way. To show that u 0 is invariant it suffices to prove that fcl e(y)Te(t)dft fOe(y)dO (VtE T). (T,Y) be a sub r-semigroup of (S,X);
FeB(X) be a translation invariant, norm-closed, G-introverted subalgebra which contains the constant functions.
1. If F has an invariant mean with respect to if,Y) and T is G-thick in S, then F has an invariant mean with respect to (S,X).
2. lf G has a left-invariant mean and Y is F,S-thick in X, then Fly has an invariant mean with respect to (T,Y). PROOF: 1. Functional " in Fly* defines a functional I in F* by If 'flv (Vt'F), thus iTtf --Ttt" y ('fF,tT). Therefore, because F is G-introverted, Fly is G I-r-introverted. 2. Because Y is F,S-thick in X, then by Theorem 3.3.f ::ItM(F) such that vl(f) (''vM(G),fF(Y)). Let v be an invariant mean of G. Then vl is an invariant mean of F such that vt(f) (VftF(Y)). By Theorem 3.6 Fly has an invariant mean with respect to if,y). QED
In the preceding theorem the thickness condition on T in (1) implies the thickness condition on Y in (2) according to the following lemma: Lemma 3.8. Let (S,X) be a -semigroup; if,Y) be a sub x-semigroup of (S,X); F=B(X) be a translation-invariant, norm-closed, G-introverted subaigebra which contains the constant functions.
If T is G-thick in S, then Y is F,S-thick in X. Junghenn's theorem of section is obtained from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 by letting X S, Y T, and the action be left multiplication. 4 . Multiplicative Mean. and Several results connect multiplicative means with thickness. F is assumed to be an Sinvariant, norm-closed algebra =C(X) which contains the constant functions. -c : t f fnF and s snS m in the negation of (c). If for any $ >0 X such that e(xa) ITs,fk fk ]Ts,fk (x) f(x < $, then the net (e(x))> 0 MM( contains a convergent subnet (e(x,)),, A of (e(x)) and w.-lim= e(x=) XMM(" thus, for any >0 0A: au--I Ts,fa fa] e(x,=) ]Tstfi fk < -Let ,t,(A be >t 0 and such that /t., < , ( so that e(,,s.,) IT,,f,-q, <$2" Then 0. E lT, t,f, -fkl < e(xs.,,)" T,.,f,-f, (. Since ( was arbitrary. ). y Ts,f fk 0 T,,fk fk Tstf k fkl -Let XeMM(F), so that w*-lim e(xv) with x,eX (Vv). Then X ITsfk--fk[ w.--lim c(xv) ITsfk--fkl tt ::ik 0 such that -n X TsofkO. fko X(TsofkO fo) (xlgl -gl because X is multiplicative) n (TsofkOfko , 0 .K(fko,sko XCKC(fko,sko)-.J KC(fk,sk). c f: (e(xs)>s>0 is a net in MM(10 so has a convergent subnet (e(xsa))a A. Let X denote the w*-limit of <e(xs=)). Then by the same reasoning as in -c -d, ]a A such +_ +_ . Since is arbitrary. 
